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Integration Guide
Your SLANTRANGE system is dependent on intelligent mission planning and operation. We ask that you carefully read this guide before taking to the skies to ensure you
get the most out of your system and your harvest.
Thank you,
The SLANTRANGE Team
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1p Operation
DO NOT use a 2p or 3p AIS cable or power cable with your 1p sensor. The 1p sensor power cable is made for a 4V single cell power supply. 2p and 3p sensors
take up to 24V six cell power supplies.

1p Flight Metrics
Image overlap (along-track) is a function of the data collection rate of the sensor, the size of the image on the ground at the given flight altitude, and the flight speed of the
aircraft. The sensor is collecting images approximately once per second, so the distance the aircraft travels in one second should not exceed 80% of the image’s alongtrack dimension.
Many flight planning software packages will automatically space your flight legs when given the parameters of the imaging system and the required sidelap. The sidelap
for a 1p sensor should be 20% to 30%. See the tables for image size, recommended maximum speeds at various altitudes, and optical parameters of the 1p system
oriented nadir.
Note: If flying a multirotor, you must angle the sensor mount to compensate for aircraft pitch at the chosen speed.

1p field of view from various altitudes
Altitude (m)

25

30

35

60

90

120

Image Width (m)

9.4

11.3

13.1

22.5

33.8

45.0

Image Height (m)

9

10.8

12.6

21.6

32.4

43.2

1p Max flight speeds at various altitudes
Altitude (m)

25

Max Ground Speed (m/s)

50

5

75

10

12.5

100
12.5

120
12.5

If using flight planning software packages that require imaging system parameters, refer to the table below.
1p Imaging system parameters
Focal length (m)
0.008

Pixel Pitch (m)
0.000006

Pixels Wide
600

Pixels High
440
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Focal Plane
3.60mm x 2.64mm

2p Operation

Unboxing
2p Field Sensor

All measurements
shown in inches

Ambient Illumination Sensor (AIS), data cable, Ethernet cable
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As a general rule, connect the AIS to the 2p sensors before startup, and do not disconnect until after shutdown. The white connector on the data cable plugs into the field
sensor, and the black connector plugs into the AIS. The system will boot up as soon as power is connected to the field sensor; use the button on the AIS only when
shutting the system down. The AIS lights indicate system status.

All measurements
shown in inches

The sensor will store approximately 3.5 hours of data before the AIS LED begins to blink red. After 4 hours, the 64 GB memory card will reach full capacity, and the AIS
LED will show solid red. Save the data and clear the memory card regularly.
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Mounting
Please follow these mounting instructions for SLANTRANGE 2p & 2i systems regardless of your aircraft:
The field sensor must be oriented forward throughout the flight; on the 2i and 2p, the Ethernet and AIS ports are located on the front of the sensor. Ensure your mission
planning software turns your aircraft 180 degrees after each pass. DO NOT fly forward on one pass, crab to one side, and then fly backward on the next pass.

The field sensor requires cooling airflow while in operation; mount on the aircraft so cooling airflow reaches the sensor. Do not leave the field sensor on for extended
periods of time without cooling airflow (e.g. for several minutes on the ground before takeoff or after landing), and do not leave the battery connected when not in use. The
exception to this rule is when downloading data: when the sensor is successfully connected to SlantView, it enters low power mode and cooling airflow is not required.

The AIS must have an unobstructed view of the sky, and the white dome should point directly upward (zenith) when in flight. Mount the AIS on top of the aircraft, making
sure propellers, antennas, batteries, cables, etc. will not cast shadows on the white dome.
Connect the field sensor to a power supply, either its own external battery mounted to the aircraft, or the aircraft’s onboard batteries via a power wire harness. The sensor
will boot up as soon as power is connected.
Make sure the power cable running from the aircraft or external battery to the field sensor, and the AIS cable running from the field sensor to the AIS, are secured so they
cannot contact the propeller blades in flight.

Your SLANTRANGE system can use onboard aircraft batteries or externally mounted batteries. If making a custom power cable, you must connect your wires to the barrel
plug with correct polarity. Connect the positive wire to the short lead on the barrel connector, and the negative wire to the long lead on the barrel connector.

If using a rotary wing aircraft, mount the field sensor to compensate for the forward tilt of the aircraft in flight by angling the mounting bracket. The angle needed to
maintain the sensor’s downward (nadir) orientation will vary based on multirotor weight distribution and velocity. For reference, a DJI Matrice M100 flying a SLANTRANGE
sensor at 8 m/s requires a 8 degree mounting angle offset on average.
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To rigorously determine your aircraft’s orientation in flight, mount the system flat to the bottom of your aircraft, and fly a mission at the altitude and speed you expect to
typically conduct missions. Download the data and open in SlantView (see SlantView User Guide for instructions). In SlantView, select Display-Image view-Show
metadata. The inertial measurement unit on the SLANTRANGE sensor records aircraft pitch, roll, yaw, and heading for every image taken. By scrolling over several
images in the Map Window, and viewing the sensor pitch reading displayed in the top left of the image window, you can estimate the average pitch of the aircraft, and
angle your mounting bracket accordingly.

DJI Matrice 100 Example
The following are instructions for mounting your 2p SLANTRANGE system to a DJI Matrice 100. The 3p system requires a different mounting procedure.
Mount the sensor bracket using the three screws provided.

Mount with shorter standoffs towards the front of the copter.

Using the angled spacers and M2.5 screws, mount the sensor onto the standoffs with power plug towards the back of the copter.
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Mount the AIS bracket onto the top of the copter on the opposite side of the GPS antenna.

Mount the AIS with the plug towards the front of the copter.

Connect the AIS and 2p sensor.
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All Aircraft
SLANTRANGE systems are constantly being integrated with new aircraft. If you have any questions about integration with your platform, listed here or not, please contact
us at slantrange.com, on Twitter @slantrange, or on Facebook!
We and our customers have tested, and recommend the following aircraft:

Action Drone AD2
Click here for details on the Action Drone AD2

BirdsEyeView FireFLY6
Click here for details on the FireFLY6

DJI Inspire 2
Click here for details on the Inspire
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DJI Matrice 100
Click here for details on the Matrice 100

DJI Matrice 200
Click here for details on the Matrice 200

DJI Matrice 600
Click here for details on the Matrice 600
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2p Metrics
Dimensions
The dimensions of the 2p sensor and AIS, measured in inches:

**2p Schematic**

**2p AIS
Schematic**

Power Source
The 2p accepts power sources from 9-36V; we recommend a 3-6 cell battery. A rough estimate to calculate the sensor's "on-time" is to calculate a battery's total capacity
and then divide by the sensor's power draw of 11W. Peak draw is 3A upon sensor startup.
For example: 14.8V x 1300mAh = 19240 mW or about 19.2WH 19.2WH / 11W = 1.75 hours of 3p "on-time"

Flight Metrics
Image overlap (along-track) is a function of the data collection rate of the sensor, the size of the image on the ground at the given flight altitude, and the flight speed of the
aircraft. The sensor collects 1 image every 1.2 seconds, so the distance the aircraft travels in 1.2 seconds should not exceed 80% of the image’s along-track dimension.
Many flight planning software packages will automatically space your flight legs when given the parameters of the imaging system and the required sidelap. The sidelap
for a 2p sensor should be 20% to 30%.
See the tables for image size, recommended maximum speeds at various altitudes, and optical parameters of the 2p system oriented nadir.
Note
If flying a multirotor, you must angle the sensor mount to compensate for aircraft pitch at the chosen speed.

2p field of view from various altitudes
Altitude (m)

25

30

35

45

60

90

120

Image Width (m)

12.8

15.4

18.0

23.0

30.7

46.0

61.4

Image Height (m)

10.2

12.3

14.3

18.4

24.6

36.9

49.2

2p Max flight speeds at various altitudes
Altitude (m)
Max Ground Speed (m/s)

25
6

30
7

35
8

45
11

60
12*

90
12*

120
12*

Note
Depending on your aircraft setup (multiple batteries, multiple sensor payloads, etc...) and wind conditions, flight speeds above 12 m/s may orient your sensor
significantly off-nadir. The standard 8 degree mount is not sufficient to keep most multirotor aircraft oriented nadir at flight speeds above 12 m/s. Increase
the angle or lower flight speed as needed.

If using flight planning software packages that require imaging system parameters, refer to the table below.
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2p Imaging system properties
Focal length (m)
0.012

Pixel Pitch (m)
0.0000048

Pixels Wide
1200

Pixels High
944
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Focal Plane
5.76mm x 4.53mm

Frame Rate (Hz)
.83

Flight Checklist
1. Check the weather and field conditions of the area you intend to fly.
Ideal conditions for data collection are sunny or overcast skies (uniform lighting conditions), within a few hours of solar noon.
SLANTRANGE sensors are not designed to be waterproof; do not fly in the rain!
Sensor orientation is at the mercy of aircraft orientation (assuming no gimbal is being used): in gusting conditions, fly with more overlap (25-40%) to ensure
complete coverage in the midst of more variation in aircraft attitude (pitch, roll, yaw).
If it is too dark to see your shadow, it is likely too dark to collect high quality data. At the highest level, the sensor is measuring the interaction of plants with
sunlight; less sunlight means a higher signal to noise ratio and thus lower quality data. Additionally, darker conditions result in longer sensor exposure times, and
thus higher potential for image blur. If flying in overcast or darker conditions, decrease flight speed to compensate, especially if flying at low altitude or collecting
population data.
2. Program your mission using mission planning software. DO NOT fly missions by hand.
Refer to the user guide section Mission Planning and the DroneDeploy app's SLANTRANGE Flight Calculator to determine flight altitude and velocity settings
that will generate data products tailored to your crops in their current growth stage. For example, if flying a corn field in a population stage with plants that are 5
inches x 2 inches the recommended flight plan looks like:

The sensor must fly forward throughout the data collection ("lawnmower" pattern). Make sure the aircraft is programmed to turn 180 degrees at the end of each
flight leg in a "lawnmower pattern". Do not fly forward on one pass, crab to one side, then fly backward on the next pass.
The standard 8 degree mount of the sensor is not optimized for flight speeds above 12 m/s. If flying faster than 12 m/s, increase the angle of the sensor
mount as needed (also taking into consideration the wind conditions, other payloads on the aircraft, etc...) to keep the sensor parallel to the ground in forward
flight.
Plan flight legs to extend slightly beyond the edges of the field you are mapping so your aircraft has time to reorient to the new heading, accelerate to its
prescribed speed, and level off for a straight and stable flight leg before flying over the area of interest. (The pitch and roll of the aircraft can make the images
taken during the turns unusable for map generation.)
Three variables to optimize if possible, in order of importance:
i. In the presence of a crosswind, fly perpendicular to the wind to maintain a consistent aircraft roll angle. Flying parallel to the wind can cause large
differences in aircraft pitch or ground speed on legs flying directly into and away from the wind. If the aircraft is noticeably affected by the wind, plan
your flight to compensate and do not worry about recommendations 2 and 3.
ii. Plan your flights with legs across the long dimension of the field. Flying across the narrow dimension of a field in short passes results in more turns,
longer flight time, and thus lower area coverage.
iii. If imaging row crops with significant bare soil content visible between rows, fly parallel to the crop rows.
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Make sure your aircraft is programmed to fly above power lines, trees, or other obstacles at the edges of the field!
3. Ensure proper sensor mounting and hardware setup according to Mounting sections for the 2p/2i and 3p sensors.
The pitch of a multirotor aircraft in forward flight is a function of air speed. The sensor should be mounted at an angle to compensate for forward pitch. Significant
increases or decreases in flight speed may affect the pitch angle of the aircraft. If you fly missions at a significantly different airspeeds, adjust the mount for the
different flight plans to keep the sensor oriented as close to nadir as possible.
Use the microfiber cloth to clean any dirt from the sensor window. It is advantageous to take off and land on some sort of landing pad: i.e. a heavy canvas, plastic
sheet, plywood, or otherwise to prevent dirt from blowing up onto the sensor window
Ensure the Field and AIS sensors are mounted in accordance with the Mounting section of this guide, and connected via the AIS cable, and all wires are
secured to prevent contact with propeller blades.
4. Boot the sensor
The sensor will boot up as soon as power is connected. Wait for blinking green lights on the AIS, indicating images are being saved and the sensor is ready for
flight (approximately 15 seconds for boot-up and GPS lock), before taking off.
The AIS sensor must have an unobstructed view of ambient light during startup. Make sure no one is standing over the aircraft or shading the AIS sensor
during the bootup cycle. Keep the aircraft stationary on level ground until the AIS indicator light blinks green. Keep the aircraft away from large metal objects
which may interfere with GPS lock during bootup.
5. Takeoff!
6. Land, shutdown, and download data
Upon landing, press the soft shut down button on the AIS sensor, wait for the AIS LED to illuminate green, yellow, red lights simultaneously. After one second, all
three lights will turn off indicating successful shutdown, then disconnect the battery from the field sensor.
Bring the field sensor, with AIS connected, to a computer with SlantView installed and connect via Ethernet cable (1p, 2i, 2p). Reconnect power to the sensor,
and once the LED on the AIS starts blinking yellow (acquiring GPS), use SlantView to connect to the sensor as described in the section Download Data from
Sensor. Once connected to SlantView, the sensor will enter low power mode. In low power mode, it is okay to leave the sensor on for extended periods of time
without cooling airflow.
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3p Operation
The information produced by your SLANTRANGE system relies upon airborne measurements from imaging and other sensors combined with a mix of data processing
tools. The system is designed to provide reliable and accurate measurements over a wide range of conditions. This document introduces the factors related to mission
planning and data collection that can affect system performance, and provides guidance on best practices for obtaining reliable high quality results. Remember to check
your region's drone flight regulations!

Unboxing
3p Field Sensor
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All
measurements shown in millimeters

AIS, data cable, microSD card
As a general rule, insert a memory card into the sensor and connect your AIS (ambient illumination sensor) to the 3p before startup, and do not disconnect either until
after shutdown. The white connector on the data cable plugs into the field sensor, and the black connector plugs into the AIS. The system will boot up as soon as power is
connected to the field sensor.

All
measurements shown in millimeters

Procedure
1. Upon powering the sensor, wait approximately 10 seconds for the cylon sequence of green, yellow, and red lights. This indicates the system is checking memory card
status.
2. If there is a problem with your memory card, a solid red light will appear. If you see the solid red light, first make sure a memory card is inserted in the field sensor. If
there is a memory card, run the Format SD card tool in the 3p Toolbox app as described on the 3p Calibration page of this guide.
3. If your memory card is working properly, the cylon sequence will change to solid green, yellow, and red lights. At this stage, you can connect to the sensor WiFi if
running any of the 3p Toolbox operations, or you can begin a data collection by pressing the AIS button.
4. To begin a data collection, press the button on the AIS. DO NOT shade the calibration sensor after pressing the button. If the aircraft is on the ground, make sure
no one is standing over the aircraft or otherwise shading the AIS. The AIS MUST have an unobstructed view of the sky.
5. After pressing the AIS button, you will see a solid, then blinking yellow light, indicating pre-flight checks are being performed.
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6. The blinking yellow light will give way to a solid green light indicating GPS lock. The boot up is complete, and you do not have to worry about shading the AIS on the
ground. Make sure antennas or other aircraft components will not cast a shadow on the AIS in flight.
7. Once the solid green light turns to blinking green, data is being collected and sensor is ready for flight.
8. Upon landing, press the AIS button, and a solid yellow light will appear briefly. Then solid green, yellow, and red lights will appear indicating a completed data
collection.
9. Once you see the solid green, yellow, and red lights on the AIS, you can power down the aircraft (or disconnect the external battery powering the sensor). When the
lights on the AIS go out, the sensor is shut down, and you can remove the memory card to transfer data.
The sensor will store approximately 3.5 hours of data before the AIS LED begins to blink red, indicating the sensor memory is close to capacity. After starting to blink red,
the memory will reach maximum capacity after one more hour of data collection. To ensure the sensor memory does not reach capacity mid-flight, transfer and delete data
from the memory card before you see the blinking red light.
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3p Mounting
Please reference these instructions for SLANTRANGE 3p systems regardless of your aircraft.
Mounting kits for M100, M200, M210, and M600 aircraft are available in the SLANTRANGE shop

Key Points
1. The field sensor and AIS are directional and must be oriented forward throughout the flight
2. The field sensor and AIS must be mounted parallel to one another, and oriented nadir in flight. This is accomplished by mounting at an offset to match
aircraft forward pitch in flight

Procedure
The field sensor and AIS are directional and must be oriented forward throughout the flight. The button faces forward on the AIS; the power plug and AIS
connector face forward on the 3p field sensor. Ensure your mission planning software turns your aircraft 180 degrees after each pass, in a "lawnmower pattern" DO NOT
fly forward on one pass, crab to one side, and then fly backward on the next pass.

The field sensor requires cooling airflow while in operation; mount on the aircraft so cooling airflow reaches the sensor. Do not leave the field sensor on for extended
periods of time without cooling airflow (e.g. for several minutes on the ground before takeoff or after landing), and do not leave the battery connected when not in use.

The AIS must have an unobstructed view of the sky, and the white dome should point directly upward (zenith) when in flight. Mount the AIS on top of the aircraft, making
sure propellers, antennas, batteries, cables, etc. will not cast shadows on the white dome.
Mount the field sensor to compensate for the forward tilt of the aircraft in flight by angling the mounting bracket. The angle needed to maintain the sensor’s downward
(nadir) orientation will vary based on multirotor weight distribution and velocity. For reference, a DJI Matrice M100 flying a SLANTRANGE sensor at 8 m/s requires an 8
degree mounting angle offset on average.
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Another key difference between the 2p and 3p systems: The AIS must be mounted parallel to the field sensor. DO NOT mount the AIS flat to the top of a rotary
wing aircraft. If you are using a rotary wing aircraft and your field sensor is mounted at an 8 degree angle to look directly downward (nadir) during flight at a given speed,
you must also mount the AIS at an 8 degree angle upward as shown below. The AIS must be oriented with the button towards the aircraft nose, and the white dome
towards the aircraft tail.

Power
Connect the field sensor to a power supply, either its own external battery mounted to the aircraft, or the aircraft’s onboard batteries via a power wire harness. The sensor
will boot up as soon as power is connected.
The 3p is designed to accept 9-36V or a 3-6 cell battery. A rough estimate to calculate the sensor's "on-time" is to calculate battery's total capacity and then divide by the
sensor's power draw of 11W. The 11W is only drawn when the system is taking pictures (green light blinking); when the system is in standby it is drawing < 2W. For
example, a 14.8V 1300mAh battery will power the sensor for approximately 1.75 hours of data collection (14.8V x 1300mAh = 19240 mW or about 19.2WH, 19.2WH /
11W = 1.75 hours of 3p "on-time").
Make sure the power cable running from the aircraft or external battery to the field sensor, and the AIS cable running from the field sensor to the AIS, are
secured so they cannot contact the propeller blades in flight.

20
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M600 Mounting Kit
The M600 mounting kit includes the following components:

1. Use the 2-56 socket head screws and four washers (C3) to attach the mounting plate (M1) to the field sensor body (S1):
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2. Attach the U-brackets (M2) to the camera assembly shown above using the angle spacers and screws (C1). Note that the U brackets should be facing outward, and
the power port of the camera assembly is oriented towards the shorter spacer.

3. Slide the assembly onto the M600's mounting rails.
4. Connect the AIS mounting bracket (M3) to the AIS sensor (S2) using the two 2-56 screws (C2). The AIS dome is oriented towards the lowered edge.

5. Connect the AIS assembly to the GPS bracket (M4) using the black screws (C4). The wider side of the bracket is under the white dome.

6. Connect the M600 folding GPS mast (M5) to the M600 and mark down which direction is forward during flight.
7. Use the circle adhesive (T1) to attach the AIS assembly to the GPS mast (M5) so that the button on the AIS is forward during flight.
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8. The mounted AIS and field sensor will look like this:

9. The AIS mast attaches to the top of the aircraft using the double sided tape (T1).
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3p Metrics
Dimensions
The Dimensions of the 3p and AIS, measured in millimeters:

3p
Schematic

3p AIS
Schematic

Power Source
The 3p accepts power sources from 9-36V; we recommend a 3-6 cell battery. A rough estimate to calculate the sensor's "on-time" is to calculate a battery's total capacity
and then divide by the sensor's power draw of 11W. Peak draw is 3A upon sensor startup.
For example: 14.8V x 1300mAh = 19240 mW or about 19.2WH 19.2WH / 11W = 1.75 hours of 3p "on-time"

Flight Metrics
Image overlap (along-track) is a function of the data collection rate of the sensor, the size of the image on the ground at the given flight altitude, and the flight speed of the
aircraft. The sensor is collecting images approximately once per second, so the distance the aircraft travels in one second should not exceed 80% of the image’s alongtrack dimension.
Many flight planning software packages will automatically space your flight legs when given the parameters of the imaging system and the required sidelap. The sidelap
for a 3p sensor should be 20% to 30%.
See the tables for image size, recommended maximum speeds at various altitudes, and optical parameters of the 3p system oriented nadir.
Note
If flying a multirotor, you must angle the sensor mount to compensate for aircraft pitch at the chosen speed.

3p field of view from various altitudes
Altitude (m)

25

30

35

25

45

60

90

120

Image Width (m)

12.8

15.4

18.0

23.0

30.7

46.0

61.4

Image Height (m)

10.2

12.3

14.3

18.4

24.6

36.9

49.2

3p Max flight speeds at various altitudes
Altitude (m)
Max Ground Speed (m/s)

25
6

30

35

7

8

45
11

60
12

90
12

120
12

Note
Depending on your aircraft setup (multiple batteries, multiple sensor payloads, etc...) and the wind conditions, flight speeds above 12 m/s may orient your sensor
significantly off-nadir. The standard 8 degree mount is not sufficient to keep most multirotor aircraft oriented nadir at flight speeds above 12 m/s. Increase
the angle or lower flight speed as needed.

If using flight planning software packages that require imaging system parameters, enter the following:
3p Imaging system properties
Focal length (m)
0.012

Pixel Pitch (m)
0.0000048

Pixels Wide
1200

Pixels High
944
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Focal Plane
5.76mm x 4.53mm

Frame Rate (Hz)
1

3p Toolbox & Calibration
You will need the 3p Toolbox App, available on analytics.slantrange.com, along with SlantView to setup your 3p or 3px system.
One major change from the 2p to 3p/3PX SLANTRANGE systems is the improved calibration hardware and procedure. To facilitate this improvement, the 3p/3PX system
requires a manual Compass Calibration whenever the sensor is mounted to a new aircraft, relocated over 1000 miles from the location of its previous calibration, or new
hardware is mounted to the aircraft along with your sensor. In certain circumstances, the SLANTRANGE support team may ask you to perform Gyroscope or
Accelerometer Calibration as well. Each calibration only takes a few minutes with the help of the 3p Toolbox Windows app.
After mounting your sensor and before your first flight, download the 3p Toolbox app from analytics.slantrange.com and perform the Compass Calibration. Currently, the
app is for Windows operating systems version 7 and later, so you will not be able to perform the calibrations using Android or iOS devices.
Before performing any calibrations and collecting any data, power up the sensor outdoors for 10 minutes to allow the sensor to acquire GPS in your region.
Do not press the button on the AIS to begin collecting data, just leave the sensor on in any LED state.

Sensor Compass Calibration
SLANTRANGE 3p Compass Calibration T…

IMPORTANT - Perform the compass calibration outdoors, away from metal objects or structures.
Open the 3p Toolbox and you will see menu screen:

Power on the sensor by plugging in an external battery or turning on the aircraft. Once the 3p/3PX is booted and displays a solid green LED open your computer's WiFi
settings and connect to the sensor via WiFi in the same way you would connect a wireless network. Select the network displaying your sensor serial number
"0003SL3P####" (we do not recommend checking the "connect automatically box") and use "slantrange3p" for the password.
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When connected the Windows WiFi icon may show a yellow triangle with an exclamation point. This just indicates that there is no internet connection and it is ok to
proceed. Select the Sensor Calibration option, and you will see the calibration menu with instructions. Read the instructions and then continue.

Select Compass, verify that you are connected to the sensor by selecting Start, and follow the on screen instructions. Any pop-up warning messages during calibrations
can be ignored.
The six calibration sequences can be performed in any order. Hold the aircraft and sensor in one of the six orientations shown. After a few seconds the
software will recognize the orientation; the box's border will turn from red to yellow and display an arrow around the aircraft to start rotation. Begin rotating the
aircraft and sensor (clockwise or counter-clockwise rotations are okay) for about 10 seconds. Once a calibration sequence is complete, you will see the box turn
green. Repeat these steps for each orientation of the aircraft.
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After the all six orientations are completed you will see a prompt asking you to confirm orientation of the external compass (AIS). Please verify ROTATION_NONE is
selected and click ok.

When you're back at the calibration menu, it is safe to reboot the sensor.

Format SD card
Note - Running the Format SD card tool erases all data from the SD card! Make sure you have the data saved in another location before reformatting.
To format the SD card power on the sensor and wait for the LEDs to settle. A full or new SD card will cause an immediate solid red LED. Connect your computer to the
3p/3PX system's WiFi and run the Format SD card tool. On completion, power cycle your sensor.
Additional SD cards can be purchased online at any major retailer. Please use the following guidelines when selecting a card.
Micro SD card form factor
64GB or larger capacity card
Class 10 UHS 3 (U3) - 100MB/s speed rating
IMPORTANT - SD cards used with the 3p/3PX system must be formatted as FAT32. Most new SD cards must be formatted using the Format SD card tool before
use with the 3p/3PX sensor.
On occasion, you may you see a memory corrupted message when the SD card is connected to your computer asking you to repair it. This is safe to do as this will not
remove the data or change the SD card's file system.

Firmware Update
To perform a firmware update, first you must be connected to the internet so the 3p Toolbox app can download the latest firmware from the SLANTRANGE server.
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Once the firmware is downloaded, you will be prompted to connect to the sensor via WiFi, as was done when calibrating the compass, and begin the update.
The current firmware version and available updates will be displayed as seen below.

System Log
For troubleshooting purposes, SLANTRANGE support may request a system log file. To generate the log file, power on the sensor, open the 3p/3PX Toolbox, click
System Log, connect via WiFi, and start the process to write the system log file to the sd card.
The file can be relatively large, so wait 30 seconds after running before shutting the sensor down. Once powered down, remove the SD card from the sensor, and insert
into your computer. Please send the system.log.tar.gz file to SLANTRANGE support.
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3p/3PX Flight Checklist
1. Check the weather conditions of the area you intend to fly.
Ideal conditions for data collection are sunny or overcast skies (uniform lighting conditions), within a few hours of solar noon.
SLANTRANGE sensors are not designed to be waterproof; do not fly in the rain!
Given the hard mount, sensor orientation is at the mercy of aircraft orientation: in gusting conditions, fly with more overlap (25-40%) to ensure complete coverage
in the midst of aircraft attitude (pitch, roll, yaw) variation.
If it is too dark to see your shadow, it is likely too dark to collect high quality data. The sensor is measuring the interaction of plants with sunlight; less sunlight
means a higher signal to noise ratio and thus lower quality data. Additionally, darker conditions result in longer sensor exposure times, and thus slower flight
speed to prevent image blur. If flying in overcast or darker conditions, decrease flight speed to compensate, especially if flying at low altitude or collecting
population data.
2. Ensure proper sensor mounting and hardware setup.
The pitch of a multirotor aircraft in forward flight is a function of air speed. The AIS and field sensors must be mounted at an angle to compensate for
forward pitch, so that the field sensor looks directly downward and the AIS looks directly upward. Significant increases or decreases in flight speed may affect
the pitch angle of the aircraft. If you fly missions at significantly different airspeeds, adjust the mounts for the different flight plans to keep the AIS and field
sensors oriented zenith and nadir, respectively.
Clean any dirt from the sensor window (remove the protective film from the sensor window if you have not already done so). It is advantageous to take
off and land on some sort of landing pad: e.g. a heavy canvas, plastic sheet, plywood, or otherwise to prevent dirt from blowing up onto the sensor window.
Ensure the Field and AIS sensors are mounted in accordance with the Mounting section of this guide, and connected via the AIS cable, and all wires are
secured to prevent contact with propeller blades.
Ensure the SD card is inserted in the field sensor.
IMPORTANT - Do not insert or remove the SD card while the sensor is turned on. This will cause the SD cards checks to be bypassed and
improper saving of data resulting in possible sensor failure.
3. DO NOT fly missions by hand. Program your mission using mission planning software.
For best results, we recommend flights with at least 6 minutes worth of in-flight data. SLANTRANGE systems are optimized for collecting large amounts of
data quickly and efficiently. With small area coverage flights that have less than around 500 images, some data processing steps are not optimized. If flying test
plots or other low area coverage crops, we recommend flying lower, slower, and with more overlap, to gather at least 6 minutes worth of in-flight data.
The standard 8-10 degree mount of the sensor and AIS are not optimized for flight speeds above 12 m/s. If flying faster than 12 m/s, increase the angle of
the sensor mount as needed (also taking into consideration the wind conditions, other payloads on the aircraft, etc...) to keep the sensor and AIS parallel to each
other and the ground in forward flight.
Refer to the user guide section Mission Planning to determine flight altitude and velocity settings that will generate data products tailored to your crops in their
current growth stage. For example from the Flight Plan by BTC app, if flying a corn field in a population stage with plants that are 5 cm x 2 cm the recommended
flight parameters look like:

The sensor must fly forward throughout the data collection ("lawnmower" pattern). Make sure the aircraft is programmed to turn 180 degrees at the end of each
flight leg. Do not fly forward on one pass, crab to one side, then fly backward on the next pass.
Plan flight legs to extend slightly beyond the edges of the field you are mapping so your aircraft has time to reorient to the new heading, accelerate to its
prescribed speed, and level off for a straight and stable flight leg before flying over the area of interest. (The pitch and roll of the aircraft can make images taken
during turns unusable for map generation.)
Three variables to optimize if possible, in order of importance:
i. In the presence of a crosswind, fly perpendicular to the wind to maintain a consistent aircraft roll angle. Flying parallel to the wind can cause large
differences in aircraft pitch or ground speed on legs flying directly into and away from the wind. If the aircraft is noticeably affected by the wind, plan
your flight to compensate and do not worry about the next two items.
ii. Plan your flights with legs across the long dimension of the field. Flying across the narrow dimension of a field in short passes results in more turns,
longer flight time, and thus lower area coverage.
iii. If imaging row crops with significant bare soil content visible between rows, fly parallel to the crop rows.
Make sure your aircraft is programmed to fly above power lines, trees, or other obstacles at the edges of the field!
4. Turn on the sensor.
After the SD card check is successful, the yellow light will begin to blink indicating pre-flight checks are being performed. Once the checks are complete solid
green, yellow, and red lights will appear on the AIS.
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If this is your first time using the sensor, or the sensor is over 500 miles away from the location of its previous calibration, or you have the sensor mounted on a
new aircraft or on an aircraft with new hardware, use the 3p Toolbox app to calibrate the sensor compass. See the previous page, 3p Calibration, for details.
5. Start data collection.
Press and hold the AIS button down for approximately 1 second, until you see the yellow light only. The blinking yellow light will turn solid green, indicating the
sensor is initializing the session and cameras. (If using a 3PX and the Flight Plan by BTC app, you can start collection by pressing the capture icon

)

Once the solid green light begins blinking, data is being collected and the sensor is ready for flight.
6. Start the mission and takeoff!
Observe the aircraft during flight ensuring that it is flying as expected.
Verify the aircraft is turning after each leg and flying forward.
7. Land and stop data capture.
Upon landing, press button on the AIS sensor and hold for about 1 second, until the light turns yellow.
Wait for about 10 seconds for simultaneous green, yellow, and red lights appear, indicating the data sessions has been completed. During this time the cameras
are stopping capture and log files are being created.
8. Shutdown and download data.
Remove power from the sensor, then remove the memory card from the sensor and insert into the computer to transfer the data.
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3PX Operation
The SLANTRANGE 3PX includes the DJI SKYPORT adapter which is designed to interface with the M200 and M210 aircraft and provide full PSDK feature
support.
Note: The 3PX field sensor is also capable to provide a power only interface with the Matrice 600 Z30 gimbal adapter and Inspire 2 standard gimbal. The 3PX is
NOT compatible with the XT style gimbal adapter.
The information produced by your SLANTRANGE system relies upon airborne measurements from imaging and other sensors combined with a mix of data processing
tools. The system is designed to provide reliable and accurate measurements over a wide range of conditions. This document introduces factors related to mission
planning and data collection that can affect system performance, and provides best practices for obtaining reliable high quality results. Remember to check your region's
drone flight regulations!

Unboxing
3PX Field Sensor
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All
measurements shown in millimeters

AIS, data cable, microSD card
As a general rule, insert a memory card into the sensor and connect your AIS (ambient illumination sensor) to the 3PX before startup, and do not disconnect either until
after shutdown. The white connector on the data cable plugs into the field sensor, and the black connector plugs into the AIS. The system will boot up as soon as power is
connected to the field sensor.
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All
measurements shown in millimeters

Operation
1. The 3PX receives power from the DJI SKYPORT, and will boot up as soon as the aircraft is powered on. After approximately 10 seconds, blinking green, yellow, and
red lights will appear on the AIS.
2. If there is a problem with your memory card, a solid red light will appear. If you see the solid red light, first make sure a MicroSD memory card is inserted in the field
sensor. If there is a memory card, run the Format SD card tool in the 3p Toolbox app as described on the 3p Toolbox & Calibration page of this guide.
3. Once the system has booted, the cycling AIS lights will change to solid green, yellow, and red. At this stage, you can connect to the sensor Wifi if running any of the
3p Toolbox operations, or you can begin a data collection by pressing the AIS button or using the 3PX interface in the flight planning apps discussed in the Flight
Planning Apps section of this guide.
4. To begin a data collection, press the button on the AIS or begin the data collection through the flight planning app. DO NOT shade the calibration sensor after
beginning a data collection If the aircraft is on the ground, make sure people and/or objects are not shading the AIS. The AIS MUST have an unobstructed view
of the sky.
5. After pressing the AIS button, you will see a solid, then blinking yellow light, indicating pre-flight checks are being performed.
6. The blinking yellow light will give way to a solid green light indicating GPS lock. Once the solid green light turns to blinking green, data is being collected and sensor is
ready for flight.
7. Upon landing, press the AIS button or stop the data collection through the flight planning app, and a solid yellow light will appear briefly. Then solid green, yellow, and
red lights will appear indicating a completed data collection.
8. Once solid green, yellow, and red lights are shown on the AIS, the sensor can be shut down safely by turning off the aircraft. When the lights on the AIS go out, the
sensor is shut down, and you can remove the memory card to transfer data.
The sensor will store approximately 3 hours of data before the AIS LED begins to blink red, indicating the sensor memory is close to capacity. After starting to blink red,
the memory will reach maximum capacity after one more hour of data collection. To ensure the sensor memory does not reach capacity mid-flight, transfer and delete data
from the memory card before you see the blinking red light.
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3PX Mounting
The SLANTRANGE 3PX includes the DJI SKYPORT adapter which is designed to interface with the M200 and M210 aircraft and provide full PSDK feature
support.
Note: The 3PX field sensor is also capable to provide a power only interface with the Matrice 600 Z30 gimbal adapter and Inspire 2 standard gimbal. The 3PX is
NOT compatible with the XT style gimbal adapter.

Very Important Key Points
1. The field sensor and AIS are directional and must be oriented forward throughout the flight
2. The field sensor and AIS must be mounted parallel to one another, and oriented nadir during data collection. This is accomplished by mounting at an
offset to match aircraft forward pitch in flight
Please select the your DJI aircraft to view the appropriate mounting guide.
Matrice M200/M210
Matrice M600
Inspire 2 ... Coming soon
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3PX M200 Mounting
The field sensor and AIS are directional and must be oriented forward throughout the flight. The button faces the aircraft nose on the AIS; the MicroSD port faces
the aircraft nose on the 3PX field sensor. Ensure your mission planning software turns your aircraft 180 degrees after each pass, in a "lawnmower pattern" DO NOT fly
forward on one pass, crab to one side, and then fly backward on the next pass.

Attach the AIS to the bracket using the screws provided.

Attach the bracket to the aircraft using the aircraft screws on the SKYPORT mount.
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The 3PX attaches to the SKYPORT in the same way as other DJI cameras and payloads. Attach the 3PX field sensor to the SKYPORT by inserting the bayonet at
approximately a 45 degree angle, and twisting one quarter turn counter-clockwise. You will feel the port click, locking the sensor in place, and the red dots on the
SKYPORT and the sensor will align. To detach the sensor, press the button on the starboard side of the SKYPORT and twist a quarter turn clockwise.
Connect the 3PX to the AIS and secure the cable, so that it cannot come loose and contact propellers in flight.
The aircraft provides power to the sensor through the SKYPORT. The sensor will boot as soon as the aircraft is powered on.
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3PX M600 Mounting
PSDK functionality of the 3PX sensor on an Matrice M600 aircraft is currently limited to a power only interface.
The field sensor and AIS are directional and must be oriented forward throughout the flight. The button faces the aircraft nose on the AIS; the MicroSD port faces
the aircraft nose on the 3PX field sensor. Ensure your mission planning software turns your aircraft 180 degrees after each pass, in a "lawnmower pattern" DO NOT fly
forward on one pass, crab to one side, and then fly backward on the next pass.

Required Components
DJI Matrice M600 Z30 gimbal adapter

Optional components
DJI Matrice M600 Power Hub

Follow these instructions provided by DJI to install the Z30 gimbal adapter onto the Matrice M600.
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IMPORTANT - After installation of the Z30 gimbal adapter, disconnect the Z30 signal connections and tie down as the 3PX does not use the gimbal signals.
Only power should be connected.

Install the AIS and mast mount on the top of the M600 body.

Attach the 3PX field sensor to the aircraft using the gimbal mount. Align the white dot to the red on the mount and push up to insert the DJI SKYPORT adapter. Once
snug, rotate the sensor clockwise about 60 degrees until it locks.
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Next, route the AIS cable from the AIS on the top of the mast to the sensor.
Note: Some users have reported that routing the cable through the aircraft body can cause interference issues. For consistent data collections, it is advisable to
route the cable along the outside of the aircraft.
Tie down all cables so that they will not interfere with the props during flight.
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3PX Metrics
Dimensions
The Dimensions of the 3PX and AIS, measured in millimeters:

3PX
Schematic

3PX AIS
Schematic

Power Source
The 3PX accepts power sources from 9-36V; we recommend a 3-6 cell battery. A rough estimate to calculate the sensor's "on-time" is to calculate a battery's total
capacity and then divide by the sensor's power draw of 11W. Peak draw is 3A upon sensor startup.
For example: 14.8V x 1300mAh = 19240 mW or about 19.2WH 19.2WH / 11W = 1.75 hours of 3p "on-time"

Flight Metrics
Image overlap (along-track) is a function of the data collection rate of the sensor, the size of the image on the ground at the given flight altitude, and the flight speed of the
aircraft. The sensor is collecting images approximately once per second, so the distance the aircraft travels in one second should not exceed 80% of the image’s alongtrack dimension.
Many flight planning software packages will automatically space your flight legs when given the parameters of the imaging system and the required sidelap. The sidelap
for a 3PX sensor should be 20% to 30%.
See the tables for image size, recommended maximum speeds at various altitudes, and optical parameters of the 3PX system oriented nadir.
Note If flying a multirotor, you must angle the sensor mount to compensate for aircraft pitch at the chosen speed.

3PX field of view from various altitudes
Altitude (m)

25

30

35

43

45

60

90

120

Image Width (m)

12.8

15.4

18.0

23.0

30.7

46.0

61.4

Image Height (m)

10.2

12.3

14.3

18.4

24.6

36.9

49.2

3PX Max flight speeds at various altitudes
Altitude (m)
Max Ground Speed (m/s)

25
6

30

35

7

8

45
11

60
12

90
12

120
12

Note
Depending on your aircraft setup (multiple batteries, multiple sensor payloads, etc...) and the wind conditions, flight speeds above 12 m/s may orient your sensor
significantly off-nadir. The standard 8 degree mount is not sufficient to keep most multirotor aircraft oriented nadir at flight speeds above 12 m/s. Increase
the angle or lower flight speed as needed.

If using flight planning software packages that require imaging system parameters, enter the following:
3PX Imaging system properties
Focal length (m)
0.012

Pixel Pitch (m)
0.0000048

Pixels Wide
1200

Pixels High
944
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Focal Plane
5.76mm x 4.53mm

Frame Rate (Hz)
1

Mission Planning
The following sections discuss the details of planning a proper data collection mission. In general, increasing image resolution (flying lower and slower) improves the
quality of results at the expense of increased time spent flying and processing data. The goal of the operator is to determine an appropriate image resolution to
achieve the measurement objective while minimizing the time spent flying and processing.
High quality raw data is essential for accurate results. For airborne multispectral sensors like your SLANTRANGE system, that means imagery with sharp contrast and
sufficient resolution to resolve the plants you are measuring, as well as good supporting data on ambient lighting conditions, and the position and attitude of your aircraft
at each time of measurement.
The Remote Pilot has control over four aspects of mission planning.
1. Altitude: set flight altitude based on the size of the plants and the type of data you need to collect (Stress vs. Population Analysis). Automated flight calculators are
available in Beyond the Cube's Flight Plan app and the SLANTRANGE app in DroneDeploy.
2. Speed: set flight speed based on altitude according to the flight calculator, and lighting conditions. Darker, overcast days and morning/evening flights may require
slower flight to prevent image blur given the requirement for increased exposure time.
3. When to fly: determine when to fly based on plant growth stage and weather conditions.
4. Flight direction: set based on field layout and wind conditions. Fly perpendicular to prevailing winds, and along the crop rows when possible.
For best results, we recommend flights with at least 5 minutes worth of in-flight data. SLANTRANGE systems are optimized for collecting large amounts of
data quickly and efficiently. With small area coverage flights that have less than a few hundred images, some data processing steps are not optimized. If
flying test plots or other low area coverage crops, we recommend flying lower, slower, and with more overlap, to gather at least 5 minutes worth of in-flight
data.
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Altitude and Flight Speed

When planning missions, enter the size of the plants into the SLANTRANGE Flight Calculator available in BTC Flight Plan and the SLANTRANGE DroneDeploy
app to determine appropriate altitude and speed.
For example, if flying a corn field in a population stage with plants that are 5 inches x 2 inches the recommended flight plan looks like:
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Altitude
One fundamental, misunderstood element of remote sensing is resolution. Many have been trained by the consumer electronics industry to think that more megapixels =
higher resolution = better data. Ground sample distance (GSD) should be the focus of the conversation in precision agriculture. GSD is defined as the linear dimension of
one pixel projected onto the ground, measured in inches or centimeters. For precision measurements of vegetation, the GSD of the system must be smaller than the
plants being measured.
The GSD achieved by your SLANTRANGE system is a function of a few factors that must be considered by the operator when planning a mission. The most dominant
factor is the altitude at which the flight is conducted. The size of a pixel on the ground, the smallest “sample” in the raw imagery, has a linear relationship with flight altitude
above ground. As altitude increases, the GSD increases. If the pixels are much larger than an individual plant, the plant will be smeared together with surrounding bare
soil and neighboring plants, making it impossible to accurately identify, count, and measure the plants.
In corn population measurements, for example, plants need to be resolved that may be a few centimeters across. However, for a fully developed canopy, GSD up to 1
meter may be sufficient. Flying at 50 m altitude, SLANTRANGE systems have 2 cm GSD, or about 3/4". Flying at 25 m they have 1 cm GSD.
Rules of Thumb
Population maps are typically flown between 20 and 40 meters altitude above ground using 2p or 3p sensors, and between 20 and 30 meters using a
SLANTRANGE 1p sensor. Fully developed canopies may be flown up to 120 m.
The Table is provided as a reference between GSD and flight altitude. For best results, enter the plant size in the Flight Calculator and follow the recommendations
for altitude and speed.
Ground Sample Distance (GSD) as a function of altitude above ground
Altitude (m)

25

30

35

45

60

90

120

1p – GSD (m)

0.019

0.023

0.026

0.034

0.045

0.068

0.090

2i, 2p, 3p – GSD (m)

0.010

0.012

0.014

0.018

0.024

0.036

0.048

Flight Speed
The speed of the aircraft over the ground can cause image blurring especially in low altitude, high resolution images. When an image is being captured, each pixel is
exposed to a particular portion of the image. If the image is in focus and the image is still with respect to the sensor, the scene will be in sharp contrast. If the aircraft is
moving quickly, and the scene moves a significant portion of a pixel or more while the image is being exposed, the content of the pixel will become a smear of that pixel’s
information and the information from an adjacent pixel. When this happens, the image is blurry. For example, if you plan a flight altitude for 2 cm GSD, but the aircraft
travels 5 cm during the exposure time of the image, you will introduce blur into your images, effectively causing your GSD to be much larger than desired.
Rules of Thumb
Population maps are typically flown at 8 to 12 m/s ground speed. Fully developed canopy may be flown up to 20 m/s ground speed.
The Figures illustrate the effects of motion blur on an image. The upper image shows sharp contrast where individual plants in rows can be seen. The lower image is the
same scene with significant motion blur, where individual plants cannot be seen. Max ground speeds for given altitudes for each SLANTRANGE sensor are listed in
sections Flight Metrics for 1p, 2p, and 3p.
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High resolution image of early stage corn for crop counting with sharp contrast

Same image with motion blur.
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Accounting for Wind
Wind is not itself a problem. However, gusting and turbulent wind conditions can cause the aircraft to pitch and roll quickly, potentially reducing data quality.
Rules of Thumb
If the aircraft autopilot is having trouble maintaining straight and level flight due to gusting conditions, the data quality may be reduced.
Flight plans should be designed such that flight legs are cross wind (90 degrees to the predominant wind direction) to maintain a constant ground speed throughout the
duration of the flight without excessive change in aircraft pitch. Flight patterns going with or against the predominant wind may develop data quality differences on
adjacent flight legs due to differences in aircraft pitch, blur distance, and along-track overlap.
Multirotors will attempt to maintain a constant ground speed regardless of wind conditions. If the Multirotor is flown into the wind in one direction and with the wind in the
other, the flight legs into the wind require a much steeper pitch angle to match the ground speed of flight legs with the wind, likely changing the pointing angle of your
sensor to a non-nadir orientation.
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Lighting
Atmospheric and illumination conditions in your fields change every minute of every day. We introduced calibrated imagery to agricultural airborne remote sensing as an
industry first with our patented AIS sensor in 2014 because, without a self-calibrating sensor, accurate comparison of past, present, and future data is impossible.
SLANTRANGE systems are designed to compensate for changes in lighting throughout a single flight and from flight-to-flight, so in most conditions the user does not
need to worry about lighting. The sensor measures ambient light and adjusts exposure time for each frame based on the measured lighting condition. In bright conditions
exposure time is low; in darker (overcast sky) conditions, exposure time in higher, making images more susceptible to motion blur. Fly at slower ground speeds when
lighting is poor.
Lower levels of ambient light on cloudy days compared to sunny days are not a problem for the SLANTRANGE sensor, however we recommend flying within 3 hours of
solar noon when possible because side illumination and shadows obscuring neighboring plants, particularly in taller row crops, can limit data quality.
Rules of Thumb Collect data within 3 hours of solar noon when possible. Shadows and side illumination of plants can limit results.
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Crop Population and Post-Emergence Weed Maps
Crop population and post emergence weed maps require careful consideration of flight parameters, given the requirements of high resolution, low blur, and low GSD.
They require specific data collection conditions to generate high quality results. Pay attention to the size of the plants being counted, the flight altitude, the flight speed and
the lighting conditions in order to produce a quality population map. Refer to the section Flight Instruction Checklist for more details on planning your data collection
missions.
In addition to proper flight planning, data collection for crop population and weed maps must be performed at the right time in the growing season. The Figure below
illustrates the size of the plants and spacing between plants required to produce a quality data product. The plants must be large enough to be seen from the air, but not
so large that the plants overlap when looking down on them from above. Once gaps between plants close, the accuracy of the population count decreases.

Close up of corn
plants for population measurements

With the proper flight planning, atmospheric, and crop conditions, plant counts with 1-2% error can be achieved. The following conditions must be considered to
gather high quality data:
1. Fly at the recommended altitude based on the plant size, via the flight calculator in the SLANTRANGE DroneDeploy app (typically 40 – 60 m for corn).
2. The plants must not be overlapping when viewed from above.
3. There must be sufficient sunlight. If you cannot see your shadow, it is likely too dark for best results with population. The requirement of flying lower and slower
combined with dim lighting leads to longer camera exposure times and the potential for image blur.
4. Controlled ground speed (typically less than 10 m/s, as computed by the SLANTRANGE DroneDeploy app), and minimal pitch/roll excursions. To ensure the
minimum 20% overlap is achieved throughout the field: when flying in crosswind, gusting, or otherwise turbulent conditions, set up the mission plan for slightly more
overlap (say 25-30%). With a buffer in sidelap, the 20% minimum can be maintained despite aircraft pitch and roll angles that orient the sensor off-nadir.
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Flight Planning Apps

We have collaborated with flight planning app developers to help simplify data collections and ensure the highest quality data is collected. This section walks through the
two most common and tightly integrated flight planners used with SLANTRANGE systems.
This guide is not a complete manual for these flight planning apps. We focus only on the tools needed to fly SLANTRANGE missions, and encourage you to
familiarize yourself with the apps before collecting data. Any issues regarding app performance or flight of the drone should be brought to the attention of
app developers.
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Flight Plan, by Beyond the Cube
Note - Features for SLANTRANGE sensors are currently only available for iPad devices. If you are using an iPhone please follow the instructions linked here.
Beyond the Cube's Flight Plan app is an excellent mission planner for SLANTRANGE systems. It supports our full suite of sensors, and offers additional features for the
3PX.

3P Users
For 3P Users download the released app from the Apple app store.

3PX Users
For 3PX users the custom DJI PSDK enabled Flight Plan app can be downloaded through Apple's TestFlight Beta program. Follow the link below and sign up using your
iTunes user account.
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Below is a quick example mission video with the 3PX.

Mission Planning Tutorial

Once the app is opened, the first step is to navigate to the area you want to fly and either open or create a plan using the folder icon
The Open Shape window lists a few options:

Local - Load a flight plan stored locally on the device.
Cloud - Load a flight plan from your BTC cloud account.
Shapes - Select either a rectangle (4 vertices) or polygon (3+ vertices) shape.
Logs - See BTC website.

After the flight plan or shape is selected, edit the vertices to enclose the area you want to survey and rotate the flight lines using the
Note: If you created the shape using the polygon type, you can tap the vertex to enter in a Latitude and Longitude.

The main screen has several options, here we focus on those needed for collecting data with SLANTRANGE systems.
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rotate icon.

Note:

Highlighted elements are for SLANTRANGE 3PX sensors only.

Press the Mission Settings

gear icon to open the Grid Settings window.

First, toggle the Start Camera setting to off, and set the SideLap to 20%-30% depending on your wind conditions.
Note: Changing the FrontLap setting has no affect for SLANTRANGE sensors.
Next press the

edit icon to open the Flight Planner window. Change the Sensor setting to SLANTRANGE 3PX and select the appropriate Type of Data Collection.

IMPORTANT: Understanding the Flight Planner and Type of Data Collection is critical to collecting the right data for SlantView analysis. There are currently four
different collection types.
Individual Plant - Population
Individual Plant - Stress
Closed Rows
Closed Canopy
See the Mission Planning section for a detailed explanation of factors to consider when planning a mission. Here is a quick example using the Individual Plant Population data collection type.
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When the Type of Data Collection is changed, new fields will appear. In the figure above, the required inputs are Plant Length and Plant Width. Measure the plant
and enter the values with the correct units. Once entered, the altitude and speed will be applied to the Grid Settings window.
Double check the settings and exit out of the window to return to the main screen. Save your plan locally or in the cloud using the

save icon and give it a name. At

this point we've finished planning the mission and now it's time to fly.
After verify the flight plan, start data capture using the AIS button or the
LED and Recording status. Press the

capture icon for the 3PX. Watch the AIS lights or 3PX status, and wait for the blinking green

start mission icon to bring up the Execute Flight Plan window.

Set the Finish Action to RTH, meaning Return To Home, and Heading Mode to Auto.
CAUTION: Pressing Start Mission is the last step before flight and the aircraft will take off.
Ensure the takeoff area is safe and press Start Mission to begin the waypoint upload and execute flight.
After the mission is complete, the aircraft will return home and land. Stop data capture by pushing the AIS button or press the

capture icon. Wait for the AIS red,

yellow, and green LEDs to turn solid before powering down the system. At this point you have completed a data collection and can process the data in SlantView.

Other features available for the 3PX
With the addition of the DJI Skyport, we have added features to the Flight Plan app. The first noticeable difference is additional GUI elements that monitor and perform
basic functions with the sensor. In this section we will explain in detail each element and how it is used.

3PX Checklist
The 3PX Checklist window only appears as the sensor is booting up, and may be missed depending on when the Flight Plan app is started. The checklist indicates the
status of two main tests:

SD Card Checks - The sensor checks SD card formatting and write speed. If any of these checks fail, an error message with instructions is shown.
Preflight Check - The sensor is checking its navigation solution. If the sensor biases and noise do not settle quickly, sensor calibration may be needed.
Ready - The sensor checks are normal and it is ready for data collection.

3PX Status
The status element is located on the top of the main screen and indicates:

Sensor State
SD Card Space Left - Percent remaining capacity on the SD Card for data collection.
GPS Number of Satellites
GPS Fix Type

3PX SD Card Info
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Pressing the status element will bring up the SD Card Info window with more sd card details.

Total Space - Total capacity of the SD card.
Note: SLANTRANGE removes 4GB of total allowable data collection space to allow for generation of log files.
Space Left (Percent) - Space available for data collection.
Images Left - Estimated number of images that can be stored on the SD card.
Time Left - Estimated total data collection time left. Before every mission it is good to check the time left is greater than the total mission time.

3PX Telemetry
The 3PX telemetry element is located on the bottom of the main screen.

AIS - Sunlight levels for each camera channel normalized to calibrated values.
Image Count - Number of images captured during the data collection.

3PX Capture
The

3PX Capture icon functions similarly to the physical AIS button, and is used to start and stop data collections. Once started, a new data folder will be created

and images will be saved in it. Once stopped, the log files are created and data collection ceases. A

red capture icon indicates recording and the sensor is capturing

images.

3PX Tools
Pressing the

configuration icon will bring up the 3PX Configuration window.

Sensor Serial Number
Sensor Firmware Version
Format SD Card - Reformats the SD card to free up space and change file system.
Create Log File - Creates a log file and saves it to the SD card.
Reboot Sensor - Reboots the sensor to clear any errors.

Coverage Map
During the mission, the pilot can monitor the image overlays to see the surveyed area. The AIS indicators display live measurements of different bands in the changing
sunlight conditions.
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Sensor Temperature
When the sensor starts getting too hot, a warning message and the temperature status will be displayed. The sensor will automatically shutdown when any of the
temperatures reach 90 degrees celsius.

Messaging
The 3PX is constantly monitoring itself and at times will pop-up messages informing the user of status changes, warnings, and errors. We minimize these messages to
what is necessary.
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Map Pilot for DJI - Business, by Maps Made Easy
Maps Made Easy's Map Pilot for DJI - Business app is an excellent easy to use mission planner for SLANTRANGE systems. It provides paid support for custom
connectionless cameras and can be configured for the 2p, 3p, and 3PX systems. Download the app from the Apple app store.

The app version at the time of this tutorial is 2.4.8 and the price is $39.99. Map Pilot does not support the added features available through the DJI Skyport.

Setup Custom Camera Parameters
The first step before planning a mission is to setup the app to use a customer camera and enter in the parameters. This is an important step so that the correct flight plan
can be calculated for SLANTRANGE sensors. If the camera parameters are not input correctly you will end up with gaps in your map.
On the main screen, select the Settings icon.

On the settings page, in the FLIGHT CAMERA section, select Model.

Change the selection to Custom Camera found on the bottom and go back to the settings page.
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On the settings page the FLIGHT CAMERA should have changed to Custom Camera and the camera parameters list will be expanded. Enter in the following values
for each parameter.
X Resolution (pixels) - 1280
Y Resolution (pixels) - 1080
Pixel Pitch (um) - 4.8
Focal Length (mm) - 12
Max Image Rate (seconds per frame) - 1

Please review the other settings and change them to your preferences. To find out more about them please visit the Drones Made Easy support page.
Now that the app is configured for the SLANTRANGE sensors whenever a mission is created the flight plan will have the correct leg spacing and speed.

Mission Planning Tutorial
In the following tutorial, we will guide you through planning a basic mapping mission for data collection.
Note - There are more advanced flight planning features available such as terrain following and linear flight planning. Please visit the Drones Made Easy support
page for more information.
Start planning a mission by selecting Create New Mission from the main screen.

On the map page scroll to the area for survey using your finger to pan and pinch in and out to zoom. Expand the flight planning control menus by tapping them with your
finger.
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Add polygon corners by tapping and holding down. An orange dot will appear indicating a corner. To move a corner, tap the dot, hold, and drag. Once all the corners have
been added and the polygon border complete, adjust the flight parameters.
On the left, use the slider to adjust the altitude to achieve the desired pixel resolution. A quick metric to use for SLANTRANGE systems is 0.4cm/pixel for every 10 meters
of altitude. For example 90m altitude = 0.4cm/pixel * 9 = 3.6cm/pixel.
Note - The type of SLANTVIEW data you want to generate will determine the resolution needed. If you don't know what altitude and resolution to set your flight plan
to, please read the Mission Planning section of the guide.
Once the altitude is set, adjust the sidelap and frontlap by selecting the Overlap icon from the top configuration section.

Set the Along Track overlap to 50% which will set the aircraft speed to account for the camera trigger rate and motion blur. Set the Across Track overlap to 20%-30%
depending upon wind conditions or data collection type.
Note - The overlap recommendations are for traditional stitching techniques and can be ignored if processing with SLANTVIEW.
Hide the overlap menu by selecting the Overlap icon again.
Next change the Connection setting to Connectionlessby tapping the icon.

Hide the top configuration menu by swiping up. At this point the flight lines should be visible and reviewed. Lastly, rotate the flight plan using two fingers and rotating to
account for wind direction, plant row direction, and mission time.
Next review the flight metrics in the upper left display and save the mission using the save icon for offline use or to repeat.

Flight
After mission planning is complete, start data capture on the SLANTRANGE sensor by pressing the AIS button for 1 second and then release. The cameras will start to
initialize and once the green LED starts to blink, prepare for flight.
Open the Flight Control menu on the top right and press the Upload button.
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Once it's done uploading, verify the blue flight line is correct. If everything looks OK, press the Start button to begin the flight.

The aircraft will take off, ascend to the mission altitude and proceed to the first waypoint. Please keep the aircraft in visual line of sight and a hand on the controller in case
of emergencies. Once the mission is complete, the aircraft will return home and land.
Once landed, stop data collection by pressing the AIS button for 1 second. Wait for all the LEDs to turn solid. At this point the mission is complete and the log files have
been generated. It is now safe to power down the sensor.
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Using DroneDeploy
Please follow these links to learn how to use the DroneDeploy app to fly your SLANTRANGE system.
1. Plan a mission using DroneDeploy
2. Upload your maps with DroneDeploy
3. Use the SLANTRANGE app in the DroneDeploy App Market
Plan your missions based on the size of the smallest object you want to measure. E.g. if flying a mature closed canopy alfalfa field, but looking for dodder weeds
that are few inches/cm in diameter, enter a resolution that will allow several pixels per dodder weed plant, this way you will have enough pixels of weed content to
generate an accurate custom filter with SlantView.
The options for data collection are:
1. "Individual Plants-Population": Use this setting when you want to perform population processing to count plants, identify weeds, or create plant size or emergence
fraction maps. The recommended altitude and speed will be lower and slower. Reminder: plants must not be overlapping to perform accurate stand counts! In a field
where leaves are beginning to overlap in some places but not others, plan a mission with these settings to generate plant size and emergence fraction maps.
2. Individual Plants-Stress": Use this setting if you wish to perform stress measurements on plants that are not overlapping and could still be flown for population. The
recommended altitude and speed will be lowest and slowest when using this setting, given the very small amount of measurable plant material (there may only be a
single leaf or two).
3. "Closed rows": Use this setting when plants within a row are overlapping, but bare soil is still visible between rows. This will recommend higher and faster flight
settings. The "row plant width" is the width of the vegetation as shown below:

4."Closed canopy": Use this setting to perform stress measurements on mature crops with predominately closed canopy. This will recommend the highest and fastest
flight settings. Then, enter the desired resolution in inches/pixel. At minimum, make sure there will be a few pixels per plant.
Note If you are experiencing problems with DroneDeploy, make sure you have the latest app software updates and iOS firmware updates. As a backup, try running
DroneDeploy through a Google Chrome internet browser and having the maps sync to your mobile device through your account.
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RTK GPS System
What is RTK, and how does it work?
RTK (Real-Time Kinematic) is a positioning technique to achieve more accurate GPS solutions, typically on the order of centimeters. The RTK system has three main
components: 1) base station, 2) rover, and 3) radio. The GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) orbits at approximately 20,000 km above the Earth, its signals travel
through space and the atmosphere developing small errors. The base station listens to the GNSS signals and has algorithms to detect these small errors to calculate
Real-Time Correction Messages (RTCM). The base then sends the RTCM packets over the radio to the rover. The rover uses the RTCM packets and adjusts its solution
to get a more accurate geo-location.
Do I need a more accurate GPS location?
Before commercial drones, aerial imagery was collected from satellites and manned aircraft, and resolution was limited by distance to the target. With pixel GSD (ground
sample distance) on the order of tens of centimeters to meters, standard GPS accuracies of 2-3 meters were more than adequate to identify a data point and survey a
mapped area. With the introduction of low altitude drones, image resolution is now limited by how close to the ground you want to fly. We are now capable of collecting
imagery with pixel GSD on the order of millimeters.
Some examples of smaller area analysis are individual trees in an orchard and individual plots in a trial. In these cases, data placement matters because the areas we
want to analyze are 2-3 meters in size or smaller.
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RTK Kit Components

There are many RTK GPS systems available, varying in price from $1k-5k+ dollars depending on the accuracy. At SLANTRANGE we have integrated the Drotek RTK
system and its components for use with the 3p sensor, increasing GPS solution accuracies from meters to centimeters. The kit includes the following components: 1)
Base Station, 2) Rover and antenna, 3) Radios, and 4) RTK AIS cable. The following sections discuss how to use the components and install them.
If you already use an RTK GPS system, please contact SLANTRANGE support to verify compatibility.
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The Base Station

The base station contains an antenna and internal rechargeable batteries which allow for standalone operation for up to 5 hours; it comes pre-configured to work with
SLANTRANGE sensors.

Operation
Push the power button to turn on, and it will automatically start surveying its position. At this point, the green LED will start blinking. The survey takes about 5 minutes and
once done, the base station will start broadcasting RTCM data.
When the internal power is low, the blue power LED will start to blink and it will need to be recharged. To charge the internal batteries connect the 12V power supply and
the red LED will turn solid indicating charging. Once charging is done the red LED will turn off.
LED indicators:
Blue solid - base station is on
Blue blinking - internal batteries are low, recharge.
Green blinking - base station is operating normally.
Red solid - Internal batteries are charging
Red off - Charging is complete.

Configuration of Base Station's Mode
The base station comes pre-configured in SURVEY MODE and will automatically start to determine its position on power. To achieve more accurate absolute data
positioning the user has the option to configure the base station into FIXED MODE. In this mode the user enters in the coordinates of base station's position with a known
position and height. The following section give instructions on how to switch between the two modes.
In order to configure the base station, you need the following:
1. Computer
2. Micro USB Cable (Included in the case)
3. U-Center Software (Tutorial is for version v8.29)
NOTE: The latest version of the U-Center software has different menus and window layouts. Please use the link above to find version v8.29.
NOTE: If your computer has difficulty finding the base station after plugging in the USB cable please review the U-Blox Windows Driver Guide. Once you've gone
through the guide, the drivers can be found on the U-Blox Resources Page
Next, follow these steps to configure the base station.
Connect the USB cable to the base station and then to your computer. You do not need to turn the base station on as power will be supplied by the USB port.
Open U-Center software and press the button in the upper left to connect to the base station. Select the appropriate COM port.
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After connecting view the configuration window. View -> Configuration View

Note: After every setting made in the configuration window, always remember to push the SEND button at the bottom of the window.
On the left scroll down to and select the TMODE3 (Time Mode 3) setting.

For SURVEY MODE
Change the Mode to 1 - Survey-in and enter in the the parameters for Minimum Observation Time (default: 180) and Required Position Accuracy (default: 2.0).
Note: The default parameters typically complete the survey in about 3-5 minutes. Changing the position accuracy to <2.0m will result in longer survey times.

For FIXED MODE
Change the Mode to 2 - Fixed Mode and enter in the base station position in either ECEF or Latitude, Longitude, and Altitude coordinates.
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The last step is to save the configuration. On the left select the CFG (Configuration) settings.

Once the settings are saved, it is safe to disconnect the base station from the computer.
The base station is now configured to operate in the configured mode whenever powered on.

About the Base Station
The Drotek XXL RTK GPS Base Station design incorporates an active antenna and rechargeable batteries for wireless operation. For more information please follow the
links below.
Drotek Product Page
Drotek Manual
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Rover

WARNING - Never power the rover with the antenna detached. Doing so could damage the RF signal chain and degrade performance.
The rover comes with an antenna that is pre-configured to work with the SLANTRANGE sensor.
Once the rover is powered by the sensor via the RTK AIS cable, it will automatically start calculating a GPS solution. It uses the RTCM data from the base station and
radios to calculate a more accurate RTK GPS solution. If no RTCM messages are received, the Rover reverts to a standard GPS solution.
LED Indicators:
Blue solid - the rover unit has power.
Red blinking - rover unit has an RTK FLOAT or FIXED GPS fix type.
Red off - rover unit has no RTK GPS fix type.

About the Rover unit
The Drotek Tiny RTK rover unit is a GPS engine based off the U-Blox NEO-M8P positioning chip. It utilizes an external Tallysman TW2712 antenna for high GPS signal
performance. More information about the rover unit can be found in the following links.
Drotek Product Page
Drotek Manual
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Radios
WARNING - Never power the radios with the antenna detached. Doing so could damage the RF signal chain and degrade performance.
The radios are pre-configured and paired to work out of the box with your SLANTRANGE sensor. One radio is connected to the base station, the second is connected to
the rover.
On ordering, SLANTRANGE selects and configures the radios for your proposed area of operation. It is the customer's responsibility to verify configuration and
check the radio emission regulations for your area. Click the links below for more information on how to change configuration of the radios.
Operation
On power up the radios automatically search for each other and to establish a link. The green LED on both radios will start to blink while searching. Once a link is
established, the green LED will turn solid. The base station then starts to transmit RTCM data indicated by a flashing red LED. During the mission the radios should
always have a solid green LED and a blinking red LED.
LED indicators:
Green blinking - searching for paired radios
Green solid - radio link established
Red blinking - transmitting/receiving data

About the Radios
The radios are Sik Telemetry Radios previously developed by 3DR and widely used by the UAV community. They are small, lightweight, and transmit reliably up to 1km
with clear line of site in an open field. More information and advanced features can be found in the following links.
mRobotics Product Page
Ardupilot Manual
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Hardware Setup
Base Station
Connect the cable to the radio and right connector of the base station. Secure the radio to the side of the enclosure with the double sided adhesive and attach the radio
antenna.

Rover

Installation of the RTK rover is easy and SLANTRANGE provides all the necessary tools and adhesives. The RTK rover unit is aircraft agnostic and can be installed on
any aircraft. Please read and follow these key guidelines when installing the rover unit.
The GPS antenna must be placed on top of the aircraft with a clear view of the sky.
The GPS antenna must not be placed on top of the aircraft's GPS antenna.
The GPS unit must be placed close to the AIS. Examine the RTK AIS cable for permissible locations.
The telemetry radio must be placed near the GPS unit. Examine the radio to GPS unit cable for permissible locations.
The telemetry radio's antenna orientation must have a clear downward view towards the base station.
Check that all components and cables are well clear of moving parts and rotating props.

The SLANTRANGE staff has experience installing the RTK rover on the DJI M200 platform.

DJI M200/M210
RTK AIS Mount
Remove the AIS angle bracket from the aircraft and assemble the RTK AIS mount.
Use the double sided adhesive and place the rover next to it with the SMA connector facing the drone. Secure the cable with the zip ties and anchors.
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Attach the RTK AIS assembly to the drone using the existing screws.

Attached and route the RTK AIS cable to the sensor, AIS, and left rover connector. Secure the cable with the zip ties and anchors.
GPS Antenna and Mast
Use the provided instructions to attach the DJI GPS mast (Part 16) to the drone.
Use the double sided adhesive and place the GPS antenna onto the mast orienting the cable towards the guide.
Route the GPS antenna cable around the side through the channel on the mast and then under the aircraft chassis away from the props and then up to the rover.
Secure the cable with the zip ties and anchors.

Telemetry Radio
Use the double sided adhesive and place the radio near the bottom of the battery front facet. Route the telemetry cable between the radio the correct rover connector
as shown in the the figure above. Secure the cable with the zip ties and anchors.
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Sensor Setup
Once the hardware is setup the sensor will need to be configured to use the RTK system. This involves connecting to your sensor's Wi-Fi and then using the 3p Toolbox
version for RTK. Follow the below steps to configure the sensor.
The first step is to download the 3P toolbox (version 1.0.9888 or later). Login to analytics.slantrange.com with the account you used to purchase the RTK system.
Once the new 3P Toolbox is installed, connect to your sensor's Wi-Fi, and open the program.
Next verify that your sensor has firmware version v1.1.0 or later. Please follow the firmware update instructions to verify your sensor has this version. Check Firmware
Version
Next select Sensor Calibration and press Alt+C to bring up sensor configuration icon
Select the GPS RTK Installed check box and click Update.
WARNING: Do not change any of the other settings.

After the update is complete, close the 3P Toolbox, and power cycle the system.
Review the next section to understand the RTK system LED sequences.
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RTK Mission Setup
Setting up an RTK GPS mission is easy and very similar to a standard mission. The two distinct differences are setting up the base station and waiting for the right GPS
fix solution.
Follow these steps to prepare an RTK GPS mission.
Assemble the antennas onto the radios.
WARNING - Never power the radios with the antenna detached. Doing so could damage the RF signal chain and degrade performance.
Assemble the base station onto the tripod, place with a large open view of the sky, and turn it on. Do not move the base stations once it starts surveying its location.
Power on the drone and let the SLANTRANGE system perform standard system checks.
Once all the checks are complete, the AIS red, yellow, and green LEDs will start blinking. As the RTK system calculates the location solution, the LEDs will turn solid.
Red solid - Base station has finished survey and is transmitting RCTM messages. GPS solution has achieved a DGNSS fix type.
Yellow solid - GPS solution has achieved a RTK FLOAT fix type with an estimated position accuracy of less than 0.05 meters.
Green solid - GPS solution has achieved a RTK FIXED fix type with an estimated position accuracy of less than 0.02 meters.
Once all the LEDS are solid, toggle the AIS button to initiate capturing data.
Note: Although it is not necessary, it is strongly recommended to wait for a solid green LED before starting image capture. If it is taking more than 5 minutes for
a RTK FIXED solution, a solid yellow LED is sufficient.
Wait for the blinking green LED signaling active data collection and begin the mission.
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RTK Frequently Asked Questions
How long does it take the AIS green LED to turn solid indicating a RTK FIXED FPS fix type?
In most cases it can take up to 5-7 minutes to achieve an RTK FIXED solution. In some instances it may take longer or never happen. A lot of the problems can be
diagnosed by reading the LED sequences of each of the components. For quick reference here are common LED sequences for a normal working system while waiting
for RTK.
Base Station
Solid blue LED on power button.
Blinking green LED above the radio connection.
Solid green LED and blinking red LED on the radio.
Rover
Solid blue LED on rover
Solid green LED and blinking red LED on the radio.
AIS
Blinking or solid red, yellow, and green LEDs waiting for RTK locks.
If one of the above sequences does not look right, see more questions below for more information.
The AIS red LED indicating RCTM messages are being received and a DGNSS fix type never turns solid. Why?
It typically takes the base station 3 minutes to finish surveying and start transmitting RCTM messages to the rover. In some cases it can take much longer than that and it
depends on GPS signal strength, number of visible satellites, and surrounding electrical interference. Power off the rover and relocate it away from interference sources or
tall metal structures and try again.
The AIS green LED indicating a RTK FIXED GPS fix type never turns solid. Why?
There are many factors that must be satisfied before an RTK FIXED solution can be achieved. Trying some of the following might help.
Check the hardware and verify all the cables and antennas are installed and have good connections. Verify the LEDs on the base station, rover, and radios look ok
(see first question for quick reference). Refer to the manual to get a description of the LEDs.
Move the aircraft closer to the base station to ensure they are both seeing the same satellites.
Do a quick flight around the base station. Moving the rover will change some of the satellite inputs and help the GPS unit resolve its errors.
Check for GPS signal interference such as power lines and GPS testing FAA NOTAMS.
Can I fly without a DGNSS/FLOAT/FIXED GPS fix type?
The short answer is yes. The SLANTRANGE system at a minimum requires a 3D fix type and this check happens during the pre-flight checks. However if you plan to do
advance analysis involving plot or trees then for workflow efficiency at a minimum it is recommended to wait for the AIS yellow LED to turn solid indicating an RTK FLOAT
solution with estimated relative accuracy <0.05m.
The AIS yellow LED indicating an RTK FLOAT GPS fix type never turns solid. Why?
Trying some of the following might help.
Check the hardware and verify all the cables and antennas are installed and have good connections. Verify the LEDs on the base station, rover, and radios look OK.
Refer to the manual to get a description of the LEDs.
The green LED on my radios never turn solid. Why?
Trying some of the following might help.
Make sure you have attached the antennas to both sides.
If you have multiple RTK system, make sure you have matched the base station and rover radios.
Please contact SLANTRANGE support for help if the problem persists.
The red LED on my radios is always solid when I power up. Why?
This problem is tied to improper power up of the radios and is usually tied to the batteries. Trying some of the following might help.
If you're using a DJI aircraft, verify that your battery firmware is up to date. Try another set of batteries. Check the cable between the GPS and radio for any damage.
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